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INTRODUCTION ANU APPROACH 

The project that we are going to talk about has grown up over a number of years 

and it has, I think, been formed by three major influences. The first is an 

abreaction, against the early casualties of medical computing, secondly an 

influence which is both frustrating and instructive, but it has produced in 

the team which has created this project, a passionate desire to build a system 

which has been designed for the user. The final influence is a concern that 

above all the system should be credible; credible for the user in the way just 

descri bed and credible to the outside world which had led to the policy of a 

complete blanket on any pUblicity at a ll until the systea was actually up and 

going. In the following chapters, I t hink you will perceive many ways in 

which these influences have had an effect on the project. 

The project which has resulted from them has a number of features of interest 

which we would like to describe. The first is a technical achievement, the 

second has been a paramount concern with the mechanics of change in a large 

organisat ion. These mechanics happen to have been used in this particular 

instance in the introduction of a computer system throughout the entire 

hospital. They are capable of translation to other major areas of change and 

that might be one of the things to be discussed later. Finally, the other major 

point of interest is a desire to evaluate the effect of the system. A desire 

partly formed by, &ld partly to assist an overall attempt, because at this stage 

it cannot be described as any more than an attempt, to discover in detail how 

a hospita l funct i ons. There are only two points to make; the first is that the 

entire project has been funded by the Department of Health and Social Security 

as part of their experimental computer programme. The Department have been 

exceedingly generous to us despite the fact that, on at least three issues we 

have disagreed admittedly amicably, but nonetheless very strongly indeed with 

their original policy and have stuck to our particular point, and we hope have 

been able to demonstrate in the end that on those partuclar issues at least, 

we were not totally wrong. 

But, despite this, the Department has not, perhaps charitably, concluded that 

we were grossly unreasonable and they have contined their support. Indeed 

they have just given us another set of kit, of a value in excess of £150,000. 

The final point I want to make is that the project that we are going to talk 

about is essentially a collaborative effort. The team consists of Maureen 

Scholes, who began as an assistant matron but was happily translated into a 
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senior nursing officer; Professor Bob Cohen who is the Reader in Medicine; 

Dr. Barry Barber who is the Director of our Operational Research Unit; Bud 

Abbott who is the only man who understands how the elastic bands in~ide the 

computer actually tie up together, and David Kenny, who is the administrator 

of the project who, I think, has the particular problem in that I piloted the 

project myself up to a point when the going looked rough, i.e. was about to go 

live, and I handed it to him and said "You hold it". Without anyone of those 

five the entire project would have floundered. I would like, publically to 

thank every one of them, not only for the amount of effort that they have put 

into the project but also for having been so remarkably charitable about the 

unreasonable way in which I drove the project in the early days. We now get 

on to what the thing is all about which is a presentation on The London Hospital 

Computer Project. We begin with Maureen Scholes talking about Key User Decisions. 
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KEY USER DECISIONS 

Mr. Fairey has outlined the principal objectives of our system. Technical 

considerations will be described by Mr. Abbott later this morning; but 

assuming for the moment that technical problems are solved and that systems and 

programming staff are available to build a computer system, I want first to 

think about what questions need to be answered by the hospital. Which aspects 

of the hospitals work can be helped at all by a computer system, which can be 

helped best, and how does one decide on priorities? Who will use the computer 

system and how can one ensure that it is quick and easy to use? How does one 

ensure confidentiality of the system? I am going to describe SOme of the key 

decisions made at an early stage of the project by the computer executive. 

The computer executive is the small multidisciplinary group that Mr. Fairey 

has just described so aptly. It was formed in 1968 and it exists both to 

control the activities of the computer unit, but mostly to ensure adequate 

discussion and agreement with hospital staff prior to the installation of 

computer systems. It acts formally by instructing the unit about applications 

or by agreeing reports on systems. Professor Cohen, Mr. Kenny and myself are 

responsible for establishing priorities within our own areas of responsibility 

and for bringing this information to the executive and interpreting the 

development of the project both to our colleagues within the hospital and to 

the computer staff. The three of us, the doctor, the nurse and the administrator 

are all actively involved in the day to day work of the hospital : in other words 

we keep our "normal" jobs. We thus have an up-to-date knowledge of the 

hospitals requirements. Furthermore, since we have to live with the decisions 

that we make we have a healthy incentive to ensure that the users needs are 

sufficiently taken into account. The executive meets regularly, we have a 

fixed half-day a week and on average the doctor, administrator and myself each 

contr ibute one day a week to computing. This informal liaison with the 

hospital is reinforced by a small medical committee which is a sub-committee 

of the medical council. For nursing staff a small group of senior staff are 

available for consultation and co-ordination on nursing aspects. These two 

groups both provide an approval mechanism for proposals and they give advice 

and opinion. Equally important, their existence ensures that there is a 

nucleus of senior and informed staff who are vital to successful implementation. 

The first major decision made by the executive was on the method of approach 

to the project. There seemed to be two alternatives: one was a pilot study 

in depth in one or possibly two wards exploring the roles of the computer in 
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all aspects relating to a patient's care and treatment. The second is a 

modular approach in which one hospital activity at a time across the whole 

hospital, woald be examined and linked with the computer and succeeded by 

another as the first became operational. With a pilot study one could quickly 

make progress but we do not fully understand how the different sections of the 

hospital interact, thus the pilot scheme might not easily be extended to 

other wards either because the systems are so different or because the system 

requires too much effort by a small dedicated group just to keep going. Nor 

we think, can the total effect on the other hospital systems be assessed from 

a pilot study. There are also considerable difficulties within an organisation 

when duel systems are operated. We met this in a drug study when we were 

running two different manual drug administration systems siaultaneollsly. In 

this case it would be a computer and manual system for the same hospital 

activity. The most important advantage of the modular approach is that as each 

activity is implemented there is positive gain across the whole hospital. It 

is not a protracted experiment, and a wide variety of staff are gradually 

involved and hopefully grow in expertise with the system as it develops. There 

are none of the problems of duel systems but there is however one major 

disadvantage of the modular approach. If the system or the equipment, or the 

programmes fail to come up to expectation the whole hospital is aware of this 

and there will be considerable disruptions of the organisation. Nevertheless, 

we chose the modular approach because although it was more challenging it did 

seem to have more to offer. Having decided on a modular approach, which 

activity first? We concentrated on in-patients for the first model. An in

patient system contains many problems and needs; an out-patient system is 

probably less problematical, but it serves in this hospital an unusually large 

out-patient department. We have three quarters of a million out-patient 

attendances per year. We would need much more equipment for less complex problems. 

For in-patient files, one needs certain basic administrative data before one 

c an organise any computer service for the patient, so our first activity was 

in-patient administration, and these admission, discharge and waiting list 

systems will be described later this morning by Mr. Kenny. The first service 

chosen was the clinical laboratory partly because the automated equipment in 

the laboratory lends itself to computer application, but mostly because it 

forms one major aspect of the patient's investigation and treatment. We know 

that 75% of all of our patients and 100% of our wards use the system, thus any 

saving of time, any improvement of service should be of immediate benefit to 
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the "hole hospital, and Professor Cohen will be describing this system later. 

Subsequent activities in this first model are in radiology, morbid anatomy 

a drug interaction dictionary, an extension of the patient index and nursing 

manpower study. Much discussion both within the executive and the hospital 

committees and staff haa been needed to arrive at these decisions, and the 

criteriA t hat was used included whether the system was technically possible 

whether we had got enough staff and enough equipment, whether it met a real 

need in the hospital and how widespread would be it's effect on the hospital. 

Model 2 will move into out-patients and thereafter into other systems and 

other hospitals in the group. Such patient-orientated systems as I've just 

been talking about must be available practically all the time. Who then are 

the users and how can we ensure that the system is quick and easy to use? 

We disca rded the idea of using trained operators to input data as happens in 

indus try . We felt that this would invo lve transcription which is wasteful 

and dang e rous. Our users therefore would be the doctor, the nurse or the 

c lerk directly involved in the patient's care. It would not be acceptable to 

nsk them to spe nd a lot of time on new and additional tasks made necessary 

by the arrival of the computer. Therefore the method of communication with 

the computer has to be simple, quick and efficient and certainly no slower 

than the manual methods. It has also to be quiet, for example a tele-printer 

in a ward at night could not be tolerated. We took one to a ward and tried 

thi s . We agreed therefore on a visual display unit ( a V.D.U.) with a 

typewriter-styl e keyboard employing the technique known as tree-branching. We 

wer e firmly against codes that had to be learnt and each display format had to 

be s e lf explanatory and require little or no typing, as most doctors and nurses 

are unable to type quickly. In tree-branching the user has displayed for him 

on the screen a list of choices of services. He selects the one he requires 

by pressing the appropriate key and this presents him with further choices 

wi t hin that particular service, and so a message is built up between him and 

the computer. We will be talking about the educational effort and t he im

p l ementation of the system later this afternoon. Finally, how can we ensure 

the confidentiality of a computer system? Key decisions made about th i s again 

involved much discussion as you might imagine within the executive, between 

the executive and the medical committees and with the medical defence committee. 

I' e have two guiding principles: 1) that the computer system should be no les s 

confidential than the manual system, and secondly that the confidentiality 

procedure shall not be so cumbersome as to detract from the acceptability and 

usefulness · of the system, and so for each new application confientiality must 

be reviewed. We have to ask, is the information confidential, how many kinds 
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of staff are involved in this pariculnr aspect of patient care, how many need 

access to the information and 80 on. If you adopt soft ware code~ or badge 

readers that allow information to certain staff and not to others you must 

also assign other staff and design a manual system to effect this. It must 

continually be reviewed and updated to allow for sickness, holidays, promotion 

and move~ent of staff. Even the time of day or night may make a difference to 

the category of staff who need certain information. We have not adopted soft 

ware codes we have not adopted badge readers. We at present adopt the 

fo110'<in9 simple measures. The V.D.U. display units are so sited that they 

are not easily viewed by the passer-by or the patients. Information on the 

screen fades automatically if the member of staff is called away to attend to 

A patient hurriedly and has not time to turn off the display. Moreover 

laboratory information fades more quickly than the lesser confidential 

informntion about the bed state or thp administrative information. No 

information from venereal disease clinic will be displayed. This is a 

statutory requirement, and we do not display the marital status of patients 

in the gynaecological or obstetric wards. Information from one ward is only 

visible in another ward to which it is twinned. And it's twin ward is 

usually nn adjoining one of similar nature. It is now part of the contract 

of employment of all staff that information about patients is confidential 

so this includes the computer staff as well as everyone else. Lastly and 

most important, any consultant or his deputy has the option from the time he 

places the patient on the waiting list to suppress the viewing of all medical 

information. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL Cor:,HIJI::HATIONS 

One of t he i niti a l problems that the c omputer executive (r eferr~o to by 

Mi ss SCho les) had to face was the gap between the system requireme nt:=: f'nd 

cash aVHilable. As with all the experimentR} projects the London 

Hos pit a l was given an Rbsolute ceilino for capit fl l expenditure for the fir s t 

model of the rea l-time system. In our ca3~it \o(as £/100,000 and whi Ie we \01 (" "'( 

de lighted with this amount, we soon f",md that, as probnbly all computer 

sc i entists find, that it was not enough. We hRd envisaged an all singing 

all dAn c ing syst e m tha t would be all things to all hospital men il n d \-{hil e in 

the early st a ges manufacturers promised great things we found that, in the 

e nd we had to make some compromises. Certainly we hargained hard not only 

because we wanted a best buy, but probably more important, we h rtd to be as 

s ure ns possible that the system had the capacity to support the real-time 

s ystem that we had proposed. It is pe rhaps worth remembering th~ t these 

negoti a tions were carried on in the pp r iod 19Gfl-1970 whe n the number of 

comparabl e reAl-time systems in the country could be c ounted on one hand. 

All we r e using capital equipment of t~ice the power, twice the cost and none 

were trying to set up a large system hilsed on visual displ1\Y units with the 

sort of response time we were asking. Indeed the tender contAined c ert a in 

minimum requirements which are probably the best indication of Otlr problem 

(Fig. 1) . 

FIGURE t 

INVITATION TO TENDER 
MINI~ruM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. 

1) Cost less than £400,000 

2) System and batch capability 

J) Response time - 95% less than J spc;onds 

4) Ava il ability - 98% 

5) Operating System for Real - Time 

6 ) Fast direct nccess storage 

7 ) Specific items of hardware 

B) Ma intenance guarantee 

Jus t to make sure we did not miss anything we also added a list of desirable 

requirements(Fig. 2). 
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INVITATION TO TENDER 
DESIIlABLE FEATURES 

1) Avnilability 

2) Hesponse time 

J} Communication Processor 

4) Electromechanical back up 

5) Additional Equipment 

6) Expansibility 

FIGURE 2 

7) Links for satellite computer 

8) Software 

It is worth noting that we did not specify particular hardware except in 

broad outline - effectively, the manufacturers were being told what we wanted 

to achieve and asked to supply equipment from their particular range that 

would best fit. Thus it was hoped thnt the hospital would be able to pick 

from across the range of manufacturers, the configuration that not only had 

the capability to meet the demands of the envisaged system but also represented 

the best buy. In the event, the invitation to tender was followed by a series 

of dialogues between the various manufacurers and the hospital. This ended 

wi th a considerable reduction in the number of tenders. . In fact, the number 

came down to four. Even these four did not meet the original minimum 

requirements and there was no option but to ask for re-tenders. 

Two tenders were re-presented and two of the tenners '''ere changed sufficiently 

to meet the minimum standards and we hegan the e ·.raluation of tenders process. 

In this eVRluation process we endeavoured to judge the four tenders against 

the specificntion, both literally and in the spirit. Many areas involved new 

products, most of the vital software offered was unproven, And there were some 

very novel techniques proposed for the use of the hardware. Three teams 

were involved in the evaluation - one from a firm of consultants (SCICON), one 

from the project team, and the computer executive itself formed n third. Each 

team proposed a structure for the comparison of the tenders; these in practice 

proved to be very similar and it was ,'greed that a cormnon form would be used. 

Again each team carried out its own evaluation of the tenders using this form. 

As it have already implied the two tenders that were simply re-presented did 

not meet the minimum requirements, anrl were eliminated very early on. Of the 

two remaining tenders each team finally recommended the Univac tender and the 
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foll owing slides show a schematic of the hardware obtained (Figs. J and 4). 
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The question is often asked - how effective was this tendering process. 

Looking back with a certain detachment acquired by time, I think there were 

several advantages gained. First in the field of education: the project 

team did not have real-time experience and at that time most of expertise (although 

largely theoretical) was with the manufacturers. The computer executive also 

benefited from this but probably more important became educated in the curious 

ways of the manufacturers. Finally, the Department of Health and Social 

Security very wisely watched and also learned. The second advantage accrued 

from the inclusion of the list of minimum requirements. Although each 

manufacturer haa to be convinced that the London Hospital really meant that 

a tender had to comply with each and every point; it did mean · that the list 

of manufacturers was rapidly reduced to manageable proportions. Indeed, as I 

have already indicated, two of the final four tenders still did not meet these 

requirements. The third advantage I would like to refer to was the fact 

that we had a cl€ar consensus of opinion from the project team, the computer 

executive and the Board's specialist advisers. This consensus was further 

supported by The Department of Health and the Technical Support Unit. In 

other words the process produced a unanimity of opinion that, in the light of 

all the knowledge that was then available to us, produced the best buy Rt 

that time. 

The next ~uestion t~nds to be - did the tendering process result in the 

selection of the right equipment? Here one is on less certain ground. Without 

a doubt the equipment "'orks - there has been a live system in the wards for 

many months now, and generally this could be taken as an affirmative answer 

to the que-stion. 

At this poi nt it must be stated that there have been some additions to the 

original configuration. The first change was recommended by the Department of 

Health, partly to improve the back-up facilities within the communications 

network and, more important, to allow later expansion. There hRS been an 

increase in the number of VDUs required, some due to departments being moved 

juto new buildinqg or re-design of departments so that sharing of some 

terminals was not possible. Others werE" due to changes in work load from the 

situnt ion pertaining at the time of th~ feasibility study. These were all 

ch~nge5 of an external nature to the e~uipment. caused by the normal development 

of the hospital. The major question mil rl< however, must be put against the need 

to upgrade the core store from 6 l1K to HOK . This only become Apparent some 

months nfter delivery and acceptance of the installation, when it was found 

that the three basic areas of software nIl needed more core. The increase in 
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numb e r of lines in the communications network, to which I have just referre~ 

was r e sponsible for s ome increases in both the operating system and the middle

ware but generally the problem was due to under-statemcnt and under-estimation. 

Tha t part of the operating system that hAd to be p e rmanently resident was 

known, but information was lacking a bout how much core other elements required, 

and in thc event , the se elements were understated or even omitted by Univac. 

The actua l design and writing of the middleware was the responsibility of the 

London Hos pit nl team with considerabl e advice and support from Univac. The 

estimates in the tender were based on Univac expertise and these also proved 

t o be under- estimates. Finally, in the application area, estimates were 

l a rgel y based on the London Hospita l s tatements of record and file sizes and 

a ga in these proved to be under-estimated. The total cost of all these equipment 

c hRnges was less than lo"~ of the original total and this, I think, i s ~n 

acceptable and reasonable margin for an advanced s ystem of this complexity. 

Gi ven t hese changes - can we still judge if the tendering process produced 

the ri ght e quipme nt ? I think the nns"er is still - yes. Certainly there h av e 

be en probl e ms but these have tended t o be in those areas where the estima tes 

wer e more in the nature of informed guesses, where the technology was new 

or where software was unproven, even not specified. 

Ag a in one must refer back to the time that the order was placed - the hospital 

felt that the sum allocated for hardwa re was absolutely rockbottom for the 

purchase of a viable system; indeed most of the expertise thAt wa s consulted 

c onsidered tha t it would be impossible. As it is, the complete communi c ations 

nct~rk ha s been in operation since last January for 14 hours a day 7 days a 

we ek. The average transaction rate for the admission and disc harge applications 

is about 1) per sec • . with a peak rate of 110 per sec • Hesponse time does 

depend to some degree on the type of transaction - obviously the enquiry that 

involve s only a single access to the 4t milliseconds 432 drums will give a very 

much faster response than another enquiry that involves 50 to 60 accesses to 

the 90 millisecond Fastrand. The file structure is such that the second type 

of transaction is very rare and the response time is within the spec i fied 

r anges of 95% within 1 second and 98% within) seconds. As part of the evalua t i on 

of the project it is hoped to include a technical appraisal of the equipment 

and how it measures up to the original specification. In the end, however, the 

use rs are only interested in one thing - does it work? and the answer to that 

is quite clear. 
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Reliability of the equipment featured very strongly in our negotiations 

with the manufacturers. In practice the down time has been well within the 

overnll average that could be permitted. In so far as there has been a 

problem, it has been concerned with the time to repair a major fault. As I 

have already said, since last January the real-time system has been running 

14 hours a day, 7 days a week and there has been two major faults in this 

time. On both occasions the time to repair was too long. Now I am not 

referring here to what a manufacturer would normally call a good time to 

repair. Univac provide an on-site round the clock maintenance; this is 

backed by a very good procedure for calling in particular experience and 

expertise as necessary and I dare say the service given is as good as any 

manufacturer provides and probably rather better than most. Already the 

mAintcancc of the real-time system is supported by a second, batch processing 

m~chine. We have manu~l switches between the various peripherals but is 

f a r from a duplex system; there is no major random access, nor communications 

nnd the core store is only ~8 K. Nevertheless the real-time system is now 

an integral part of the hospital procedures and as more applications are 

added any major breakdown of the service will become more critical. Clearly 

the long term answer must be to establish a fully duplex system. 

Another aspect of the single processor problem is the need for testing time for 

program and system development. Once the admission/discharge system went 

live,there was ~ problem of availability of the full configuration for 

development of the next application. As might be imagined the ten hours during 

the night when the real - time system was off the air was not all available 

for system testing. First, there is the housekeeping attendant on the real

time system, some two hours every night are needed for this. Second, there is 

the time needed to set up the system, half-an-hour every morning for this. 

Third there is preventative maintenance, half-an-hour five nights a week and 

two hours two nights a week. Fourth, there is batch processing that is 

dependent on the main random access files. Suddenly it is apparent that we 

are down to five or six available hours on the good nights and on the bad 

nights this can virtually disappear. This is particularly true in the latter 

stages of systems testing, because it also takes time to set up the real-time 

system for the testing process itself. A further nasty aspect of this situation 

is the effect on the programmers and analysts. They find themselves on almost 

continuous night shifts in order to continue developments and this clearly 

affects their output both in volume and quality. I am quite sure that the 

time taken for systems testing has been considerably extended by this fact alone. 
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'W e hnvp attempted various alleviations of this problem. The first "'as t o 

create a test-be d for the real-time s y stem on the second configuration. This 

hns be en successful up to a point - individuAl programs can be tested in .n 

simul ated real-time environment nnd many of the straight forward bugs elimaterl. 

Another software solution is to allow batch processing to proceed under the 

real-time system and to some degree this is being implemented with the 

Clinical Laboratory application. One would also like to incorporate testing 

f aciliti es under the real-time system, but this will call for software design 

and implement ation o f the most complex and sophisticated programming. The 

mind cringes at the though of a rogue program under test escaping from the 

c o ntro l o f the t e st facilities and crea ting havoc with the main files. In 

any e v e nt the latter solution would demand more core. Given the exi s tence 

of the second proc e s sor, it would be Je ss wearing on the nerves to upgrade 

the second machine to equality in store size and use this as the test fAcility. 

Ce rtainly we cannot go on expecting programmers and analysts to work such 

irregular and difficult hours. After all there is a limit to the job 

s atisfaction of working on an advanced project in the service of the community 

and we do not pay all that well really. 

So far I have largely referred to the management of equipment resources, but 

the basic management problem is of course lf~gely a matter of managing staff 

resources. The organisation chart is shown on the next slide (Fig. 5) 

As with all good organisation charts or establishments they are rarely run 

in the way shown but they do provide R useful basline. In any event the 

hos pit a l a lso provides staff for non-experimental project work; finance, 

operational research and various other batch processing activities. 

(~ite c l enrly it i s advantageous to run the unit as .n complete whole and there 

i s n good denl of movetnl!!llnt between the teams. Moveover, teams are 

r e inforced according to priorities and need. Nevertheless, a basic principl e 

has been kept, vi z : that a team leader is responsible for an applicfltion 

f rom des ign right through to implement ation. We have been exceptionally 

f ortuna t e in our senior staff, nearly ~ ll have been with the project fro m it s 

e.nr ly days a nd they now comprise a group of considerable experience and 

e xpertise. 

For t he udmission/discharge application, the project was controlled via a 

net\~Ol'lk a nd this worked exceedingly ""ell until the systems testing stages were 

reAched . Of course , the netw'ork included many other elements besides the 
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lise of programming and system analysts resources. At that stage we were 

conccrnorl with matters such as selection, ordering and delivery of the computer 

~onfi!JurRtion; the progress of the building to house the project; the progress 

of the air conditioning - I still have sleepless nights over that); the 

ordering and/or acquiring of other equipment ~nd so on. Basically we found 

the network kept the executive informed about the progress of all these 

activities adequately, but was not so successful in the control of the actual 

development work. Our present method of control is based on monthly progress 

reports, which are compiled from the resources available in the month and how 

they were used. This is compared with the forecast objectives and resources 

for the month; explanations of variations between forecasts and actual 

performance are given. This procedure is proving to be a more informative 

method for the computer executive. 

Finally, I think it is proper to recognize the part Univac has played in our 

success. There has always been a good relationship between the London Hospital 

and its suppliers but in dealing with the main frame computer manufacturers 

something rather more is needed. All sorts of problems can and have arisen 

between Univac and The London Hospital but even in the most diffieult situations 

I think it is fair to say that Univac have complied with the· spirit and 

intention of our contracts and agreements - without doubt it has been and is 

still a most stimulating relationship. 

FIGURE 5 The Direction and Staffing of the Computer and Operational 
Research Units 

Medical 
Direction 

Administrntivc Direction 
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ADMISSIONS AND VISCHAIlGE ANI) WAITING LIST SYSTeMS 

The waiting list and admission and discharge syst ems went live in all our 

wards and main patient administration departments in March 1973. The clinical 

laboratories system which Professor Cohen is going to talk about will probably 

go up during the next few weeks. These two distinct applications, the waiting 

List, and the Admission and Discharge Systems, together provide the platform 

upon which the various patient s ervices are going to be built. They do not 

in themselves make any great contribution to the hospital. They do not save 

staff nor do they rea lly make more effective our utilisation of resources. 

Their function is merely an enabling one. Until the patient is accurately 

identified and tracked as he moves through the hospital it is not possible 

to order tests for him. The system therefore is designed simply to identify 

him and trace his progress so that wherever 

obtain the relevant services. 

he is, one can straightaway 

As applications, they are, I suppose, somewhat uninspiring to behold because 

all they do is replace the previous manual system in almost identical terms. 

It is just a strai ghtforward computerisation of that, and although this is an 

unadventurous approach, it certainly has, for us two distinct advantages. 

First, by and large, waiting list and admission and discharge procedures 

consist of a series of relatively straightforward administrative routines. 

These ar e capable of fairly easy computerisation and certainly the simplest 

approach would involve the least change. The second reason is that the manual 

system was successful and well liked by all the staff. As there were no 

benefits for the users at this stage ( and we had made this very clear at the 

beginning) why make all the users change to something which might not be so 

successful, which might be unpopUlar and which would thus lose us thei r good

will? 

Our aim therefore was first to build up this enabling function while 

maintaining the prompt service that was necessary in the admissions office; 

second, to keep the bed occupany above 90% for as much time as we could and third 

to try and preserve the previous close relationship between the admissions 

office and medical staff. 

There are of course a great many ways of being admitted to hospital even 

with the highly centralised admissions system we have at The London Hospital 

(Fig. 1) 
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FIGURE 1 

METHODS OF ADMISSION 

Cold Admissions from the waiting . list. 

Cold Admissions arranged on an ad hoc basis. 

Emergency Admissions from out-patient clinics. 

Emergency Admissions through the Emergency Department. 

Admissions to the wards from the overnight stay ward. 

Admissions to the wards from other hospitals 

Admissions to private wards. 

Admissions to the Nurses Sick Room 

Each of these events can itself occur in several different ways. For instance 

a patient admitted as an emergency from Out-Patients might go directly to the 

beds of the Consultant under whose care he currently is, or might instead 

go to the beds of the Consultant responsible that day for emergency "take". 

Depending upon the doctor's knowledge of the system, the patient might be sent 

straight to the wards or in fact go via admissions office. He might at other 

times have to be routed through the Accident Department. Some of these 

variations are undoubtedly due to misunderstandings or manipulations of the 

system. But many are logical and based on such practical grounds as the 

geography of the hospital. The system therefore had to allow for this sort of 

thing and we took considerable care to avoid changing our procedures too much 

just because a computer was planned. A further consideration in design is that 

each activity creates an immediate requirement for information in a number of 

different places. An admission from Out-Patients immediately needs to be known 

by the admissions office so that they can adjust the bedstate, deal with general 

enquiries about the whereabouts of the patient and avoid sending for the 

patient to come in for admission when he is already in the bed. Medical Records 

need information for notes and appointment procedures, the nursing office need 

it for bed/nurse allocation, and Emergency Department and the Admissions Office 

both need it in order to manage the bedstate for that day. 

These then were the constraints. What does the resulting system look like and 

how does it work? 

Well, first I would like to take the waiting list applications. These include 

all the activities which lead up to the actual admission of the patient. 

Naturally, one starts with the decision to put the patient on the waiting list. 

About two thirds of our admissions here are cold. The decision then is 

normally taken in the Main Out-Patient building. There will be somewhere 
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between 10 and 12,000 a year. 

The procedure is as follows: The doctor completes the medical section on a 

special form, he puts it in an envelope and sends it with the patient to the 

"to come-in" (TCI) desk, in the Main Out-Patients hall. The carbon copy of 

fora is kept in the notes. The doctor fills in just basic patient data. The 

patient's address and so on he can leave but what we do want from him are, first 

of all, the name of the Consultant, secondly the patient's surname and if 

possible the record number although here the labelling system can take over. 

other options are data suppression, the degree of urgency and any preferred 

date tor admission. We would also, obviously, like diagnosis and reason for 

admission. There is then quite a lot os scope for optional entries, medical 

comment, investigations needed on admission and any adverse drug reactions. 

This torm is put in an envelope and sent with the patient to the (TCI) desk in 

the Out-Patient Hall. (See Fig. 2). The clerk, at this desk completes all 

the administrative data, verities it with the patient and enters it direct 

into the computer through the VDU at her desk. (This is one of the tew 

situations where there is any substantial amount ot textual imput and it is 

handled by someone who is used to using the machine and used to typing on it. 

Nearly all the other .essages to the computer are built up using the tree

branching technique reterred to earlier by Miss Scholes). When the clerk 

transmits this intormation about the patient it is added immediately to the 

Consultant's waiting list in the computer. If urgency has been specified so 

the name will go to the correct place towards the top of the list, otherwise 

pati nts' names are in order ot addition to the list. You will remember that 

sensitive data which the doctor wishes to have suppressed will not be viewable 

trom any visual display unit around the hospital. The patient's name 

is then retained on the list and this can be inspected from the Admissions 

Oftice, Out-Patients, Nursing Oftice, or from any ward in which that 

particular consultant has beds. 

The doctor, when he wishes to inspect his waiting list, first of all presses 

"Home Display" (Fig. 3). He selects from there, first of all the Waiting List 

Services. This immediately gives him the various alternative lists within 

the waiting list services (Fig. 4). 
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FIGURE 2. 
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FIGURE J 

HOME DISPLAY 

10. Waiting List Services 

JO. Admissions and Discharge Services 

41. Patient Index 

80. Noticeboard 

95. Demonstrations 

Enter Selection No •••••••••• 

FIGURE 4 

WAITING LIST SERVICES 

10. Waiting List Inspection 

30. All Services 

40. Called File Inspection 

47. Called File Inspection (liard) 

Enter Selection No ••••••••••• 

(Under waiting list inspection is the "Recently Admitted" file which I will 

touch on in rather more detail later.) All the operator needs to do is to 

enter the selection number of his choice and he then sees the list of other 

hospitals or Consultants. On this occasion we choose to inspect Professor 

Cohen's female waiting list (Fig. 5.). 

FIGURE 5 

R. COHEN li/L INSPECTION FEMALE LAST PAGE 

Urg. Name W/L No. Diagnosis Age C 

• 10 A B 61KH Hyperlip Upper Wds 55 • 
• 11 C D 6uIl Uncontrolled 57 • 

Hypertension 

12 E F 6)Pli Varicose Veins Op. 52 • 
I) G H 41TS Re-admit 76 
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The most urgent patient that has come on to the list at a later date had in 

fact come to the top. The next most urgent follows, and then the subsequent 

patients in order of addition to the list. If the doctor wants to get 

further details of the patient he goes first to administrative data, if he is 

looking at it from the admission office, or in the ward, he will end up with 

the medical data first. This gives basic indentifying details. Having 

checke d over this ground he can then make further choices from his waiting 

list or he can inspect his male waiting list . 

Admissions and delections to the waiting lists can only be carried out by 

theAdmissions Office or Tel desk and the patient's name will remain there 

until it is time for him to be admittert. When it is decided to admit the 

patient, the doctor, after inspecting the list in the ward or wherever else 

it happens to be, fills out another small form which he takes to the admissions 

office. There the Admissions staff, if the bed is going to be free, operate 

the call facility on their own visual display unit and the computer prints 

the letter in their office asking the patient to come into hospital on a 

particular day. The computer transfers the petients name to the "Called File". 

Again, this can be inspected from the wards, admissions and TCI desk, and can 

be amended for cancellations or delays in the admissions office. 

If the patient defaults his name is transferred to the Defaulters File. In 

R simil ar way this can be inspected, amended and acted upon and, in the 

l atter instance, the computer automatically prints an appropriate letter. 

When a patient confirms that he can accept the bed he has been offered he is 

given an arrival time for the day for which he has been called. This again 

is entered into the computer and when the patient arrives at the reception 

office, the reception clerk immediately can admit him, and his name and all 

his identifying de~ails are transferred to the second system, the Admission 

& Discharge System. 

Not all patients of course reach this particular point in the manner I have 

described. For example there are unplanned or emergency admissions. For 

these we have to arrange alternative methods of data capture. There is in the 

Emergency Department a small abbreviated input sCreen which needs only the 

name or a pseudonym for the patient and an assigned record number and the 

sex of the patient until such time as the patient's proper identity is 

worked out. 

There are two exceptions to the rule, that only the admissions office or 
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emergency and accident department admit patients. These are the Private 

Wards where a conventional approach to obtaining data is ineffective and in 

these cases it is possible to put the data in when the patient arrives. The 

Maternity Wards are the other exception. The propensity for mothers to arrive 

after office hours requires us to have an illllDediate "admit" facility for 

these patients and they are therefore held on the maternity ward's 

equivalent of a "Called File", but without a date. When the patient arrives 

only one simple transaction is required to transfer that patient's name to 

the admission and discharge system. 

Admission & Discharge System oddly enough is not as complex in appearance as 

the waiting list system. There are one or two simple choices (Fig. 6) 

FIGURE 6 

ADMISSION & DISCHARGE SERVICE FOR MATRON'S OFFICE 

1) Cambridge Bed Allocation 

20 Inspect Patient Minimum Details 

21 Inspect Patient Administrative Details 

22 Inspect Patient Medical Details 

2) Inspect Empty-Beds List 

25 Inspect Temporary Leave List 

27 Cambridge Clearance 

)0 Patient Index 

Enter Selection No •••••••••• 

One can inspect various categories of patient details - these appear on 20. 

21. and 22. The Empty Beds List I sh~ll explain later and the Temporary Leave 

List is a necessary addition so that one can keep track of patients who may 

not be in bed at thia time but whose beds have got to be reserved. Patient 

Index I will also deal with later. 

When the Reception or Admissions Office admit the patient, his name 

immediately appears on the screen in the ward to which he is to be admitted. 

If the patient has arrived in the ward and has not been allocated to a 

particular bed, for the moment that patient will appear in what we call a 

"50 bed", and the patient's name will remain there until the ward staff allocate 
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the patient to one or other of the empty beds. 

The importance of this numbering will be dealt with later on by Professor 

Cohen. The procedures for admission/discharge as far as the ward staff are 

concerned are really quick and simple. For example the staff can transfer 

the patient from bed to bed, they can transfer him to another ward, to a 

specialist unit and through the same facility they can also discharge him. 

The sequence of discharges, again, is simple, and the member of staff, whether 

it is a cl erk or a nurse simply goes through three verification screens and 

then selects the appropriate mode of discharge. When the patient is discharged 

his name is retained on the Index which is a cumulative list of all the in

patients who have been registered since the system went live. 

Experience so far. 

That is an outline of what the user sees for the Waiting List and Admissions 

and Discharge Systems. What have been our problems? Perhaps because it 

was a straightforward series of administrative procedures centralised, and by 

accident of history, already closely studied, the translation to the computer 

required very little change of method. This must have limited the scope for 

diSAster. Although the changes have been minimal there has been some minor 

loss of flexibility and we have had to deal with this as it comes. For 

example one firm wishes to be able to compile its list on the basis that 

both the urgency and the time to be admitted - in other words "very urgent must 

be admitted in November" - should appear simultaneously. After a ,.,hile we have 

been able to work out a solution to this but it certainly takes time. Our 

second difficulty is, that we do not think we are entirely successful in 

ensuri ng full use of the TCI form. I think this is because it is, after all, 

a form. The system can work with minimum data and it has not ground to a 

halt simply beca.se the doctor has not provided all the information that he 

should have done. But we would prefer him to make proper use of it because we 

do feel that currently this is something of a lost opportunity. It also has 

the additional hazard that the few doctors who do use the system properly 

tend to become di sappointed because the clerk is so unaccustomed to it that 

she does not do it accurately. There are also times when the Emergency Department 

is busy a t night, and data may not be entered promptly, or indeed accurately. 

This tends most often to happen just when the clerk's duty period comes to an 

end at 10.00 p.m. - a busy time for an Emergency Department in Whitechapel. 

The nurs ing staff are naturally loath to break off from their current dutieR 
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in order to put in data And we Are going to hAve to find some way round 

this either by altering the clerical hours or by some other means to mak~ 

sure that the data does go in at that point. There is also, and this caused 

the Administration quite a lot of concern, some loss of contact between the 

admissions office and the medical staff. The strength of the manual system 

was the continuing close personal relationship between the medical staff 

and the Admissions Officer. Now the medical staff do not select the patient 

in consultation with the Admissions Office. Decisions as to which patients 

arc to be selected are made on the ward, so that the Admissions Officer tends 

to be faced with a fait accompli and it is a little difficult to get people 

to change their minds at that stage. This is all right at the moment but 

we feel that the loss of personal contact may mru(e it more difficult to obtain 

co-opcration during a bad patch and we will no doubt be able to assess how 

serious this is during the coming winter (1973/74). 

In the wards we have two problems, it is possible in the case of A patient 

brought straight from Out-Patients for his details not to be entered nt oncc. 

This is particularly likely to occur Rfter the ward clerk has gone off duty. 

Secondly on some occasions the patient may appear to occupy the "50 bed" for 

too long. Some wards were not as punctilious over this as we would like. 

These last two points do not worry us too much bec.aU8~we think that the onset 

of the Clinical Laboratory System will encourage people to complain. One 

important and entirely unforseen advantage that we certainly did not forsee 

is that the h'ard Sister can now inspect the waiting list. With a centralised 

system she did not often get the chance of doing this. She derives 

considerable satisfaction and I think, genuine value, in being able to inspect 

both the lIai ting List and the "Called File" so that she kno\is which patients 

Are coming. Often, in the past she did not, but now she can make plans if 

only mentally, to prepare herself for the re-admission of her favourite 

patient. It also means that she has an opportunity to be present when these 

decisions are being made and I am sure this is a step in the right direction. 

lie have two further hybrid facilities which are unexpectedly popular. First 

there is the "Recently Admitted File" which holds in date order of admission, 

the names of all current in-patients. This replaces a card index system 

which was used by the Accident Department clerks and the Telephone Exchange 

when dealing with enquiries about the whereabouts of patients. It is proving 

extremely versatile, it is faster and more reliable than the old card index 

which quickly got out of date and the traffic on it is so high that presumably 

it is fulfilling an unforseen need, while not presenting the operators with 
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an unmnnagenble workload. Indeed thoseof the staff still with us who used 

the old system, go out of their way to say what a useful addition they find it. 

Another thing is that the Patient Index, referred to earlier is an accumulated 

list of the names of all patients admitted since the system came live. At 

the moment it only covers in-patients or tho~who are about to become in

patients but it will include Out-Patients in phase 2. One can interrogate 

it simply by putting in the name and sex of the patient. It will immediately 

display this name or if there is no direct match, a list of those who most 

nearly correspond to it. Again it is fast, accurate and it is very popular 

with the office staff who infinitely prefer it to the previous arrangements. 

It is also used in other patient administration offices other than the Accident 

De partment and the Admissions Office where we first wanted it, so on quite a 

broad front this is an occasion where we had not appreciated that there was a 

need for this type of information. Lastly, the most useful addition to the 

manual system is the Empty Beds List (Fig. 7). 

FIGURE 7 

EMPTY BEDS LIST INSPECTION 

Ward Beds Ward Beds Ward 

Buxton 2 Harrison 4 Turner 

Cambridge 0 H. Raphael 1 Upper 

Charrington 5 Marie Celeste J Wellington 

e t c . e tc. 

This s hows on one screen an up-to-date list for the whole hospital. The 

advantages of this, perhaps, are more attractive to the management than to the 

use r so I am not sure whether we can properly claim user popularity for this. 

Bed-hoarding is, if not a science, certainly a well developed art. Previously, 

if we wanted, during a difficult time to find out exactly what was happening we 

had two a lternatives. 

Either one spent 25 minutes on the telephone, getting an answer which might 

not e ntirely accord with the truth, or two people spent half an hour each, 

trAmping around the wards in order to get an accurate physical count. We can 

now get this picture in the space of 15 seconds. It is in fact the longest 

response time on the whole system. But in 15 seconds that information is 

avail able. 

We nre still in the process of tidying up a number of the spin-off features. 
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The bed-state statistics for example are not yet automatically recorded 

chiefly because the shortage of systems and programming staff has meant that 

the timescale for some of the additional features has been extended. However , 

we hope to finish these within the next couple of months. I think we can 

say that the system is working. It does its job more efficiently than the 

manual ~ystem and has caused, initially, no disruption. It has even produced 

some distinct improvements. It is a cautious first step but I think for both 

the users and the operators the going seems reasonable underneath. 

.. 
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CLINICAL LABORATORY SYSTEM 

As far back as 1968 when decisions were being made on the order of implementation 

of applications in the computer systems, there was no argument, either in the 

computer executive or in the rest of the hospital, that the clinical laboratory 

system should be the first to follow after the administrative system that you 

have heard about. This morning the Microbiology request and reporting system 

is receiving its final testing and is going to go live within the next week 

or so, Chemical Pathology and Haemotology expected to be live within the 

next year. 

The fundamental objectives of this system were agreed at the start with the 

clinical laboratory consultants and the computing Sub-Committee of our Medical 

Advisory Body; they have not appreciably Changed over the past three or four .. 
years. The advantages that it is hoped will be made available to the 

clinicians in the ward are as follows. The moat important is decreased transit 

time, this being the interval between making a request to receiving the 

answer in the ward. The present state of affairs with regard to transit 

times is not very good in the hospital, and Dr. Barber will give you some facts 

on this, later this afternoon. The next advantage is that the system will 

e n able the display on the VDUs in the wards of the progress of a test, including 

the result s . It '~ill also allow one to look up and see not only if there 

h a s bee n a result produced but whether the test has in fact been requested and 

if it has been r e quested, whether the s pecime n has actually been collected. 

Thi s sho uld prevent much unnecessary tele phoning and visiting of the laboratory 

by t he hou s e officer. In addition, the practice of writing a second request 

for the same tes t if one is not quite sure whether the specimen rea lly 

r e nched the labora tory, should stop. 

Re sul t s \oo'i 11 be available on the VlJU arranged in several ways. For e xample, 

th~ l a t es t results from a particular patient or the results of a parti c ular 

t cst with pre vious results of that type of test listed in addition. We will 

a l so be a ble to h av e liste d seve ral different types of test on thc same VDU 

scr een ~o t ha t the chronologi ca l progress of each of these variables can be 

comp a r ed. Cumulative reports will a l s o be produced for inclusion in the 

pati ents r ecor d . Other advantages including computer production of l a be ls for 

specimcn~ t and a ward VDU list of out s tanding specimens for collection. 

Th e actvtmtagcs ,.-hich '>'.'ill accrue to the lnboratories are as follows. First of 

a l I t ide nt ifi cat ion will be compl e te fi nd legible. There will be lists f or 

specime n c ollectors t o work from. The re viII be a logging in procedure a t the 
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laborator y offi c e t o recor d the r ecei p t of spe c i me ns. There will be a 

fAc i li ty in the c linical l a bo rat ori es f or displaying the b acklog o f work 

for each t yp e o f t cst. 

Ther e Hill a l s o be ,\utoma t i c produc tion o f 'iork s heets. Furthe r f\dvnnt a g es 

f o r the labora t o ry Ar e the auto mAtic production o f reports a nd improve d 

qual i ty control pr ocedures; Or gani s m p reva lent r e ports 'iiII be g e nera t e d f rom 

the r esul ts o f micr~biology tes t s . 

The re is no doubt that some o f t h ese o bj e ctives c ould be obt a. ined by non-

c o mputer met hods or by l ess compl e t e computer s y s tem than we ar e imp l ementing ~ 

Ou t basi c .a lly ' .... e are anx i ous to disco ver whe ther the large amount of pre v i ous 

work h AS been done on one o r more of these ob ject ives , c ould be c onsolidated 

into a workab l e , compl e t e 'request t o report' s y s tem. \ie could not r eally see 

how the complet e s ystem c ould be done o ther than by a computer a ided s ystem. 

I propose now to go through i n a li t tle more deta i l the actua l e v ent s f r o m 

the ge ner ative o f a request t o t he p roduction of a r e port. First o f 111 1 , a 

r equest i s ma de on the VDU in the ward. This results in the gene r ation o f 

coll e ctor ' s li s t s \-o'hich also contain computer printed labels to put the specimens. 

Aft er collection the specimen arrives in the laboratory and is logge d-in. The 

comput e r compil e s n worksheet and the tests are then turned out. Now let us 

look at how request s a re actually mad e . I propose to go quickly through a 

s e r ies of slides of successive scr een s which the houseman o r othe r per s on mak ing 

the r equest will bring up on the disp l a y unit. Firs tly the 'home di s play' s creen 

will appear on the wa rd VDU and the item ' clin lab. tests', number e d 51 i s 

select ed ( f ig.l ) . The hext screen in the seri es is a list of names of p ati ents 

in t he ward conc erned, and we s e l cc t the patient in question (Fig. 2). 

The Next scre en to a ppear is an o ption list of clinical labora tor y facilit ies 

(F i g. J) . Le t us suppose we are ordering plasma a rea and electrolytes, we 

se l e ct "Blood Biochemistry,j and are presented with a list of available test s 

in thi s field from which we make the npporiate choice (Fig. ~). The verifi c at i on 

scr een is t he next to appear, this contains a ll the data for the patient in 

q ue s tion , t ogether with the details of the test r equested (Fig. 5) . There are 

options for accepting, reselecting or changing the details of the test . We 

do not think the actual requesting part of the system will be either muc h slower 

or much faster on the averag e than in the old manual system. We hav e not 

raised e xpectations that requesting wil l be f aster, but have represented the 

new requesting system as an e nabling measure to achieve the other objectives 

I have outlined. 
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Let \15 s uppose that the rct1uest we have made is A routine request, i.e. one 

re~ucstcd today, for collection tomorrow morning. The computer holds the 

re~uest until 2.00 a.m. tonight and the n it produces lists for specimen 

col lection, arranged by wards. These lists are, in fact, computer-produced 

request forms, which also contain peel-off printed labels for the specimens. 

The se request forms also function as a laborAtory document for thos~ 

particular laboratory activities which do not operate from work sheets. 

It also serves as a fall-back form because there is a space to insert the 

results so that the form can be sent back to the ward if the computer reporting 

system should fail. These request forms are delivered by porters to the 

appropriate wards, the specimen is collected, labelled and take n to the 

lAborAtory office, where the specimen is logged on a laboratory VDU as having 

a rrived . This logging in procedure has three effects. Firstly the fact of the 

specimens having both been requested and delivered to the laboratory i s 

s tored in an appropriate computer file whence the fact can be accessed by the 

ward and the laboratory VDUs. Secondly, the request is added to the laboratory 

work backlog file which can be looked up on the laboratory VDU, and thirdly, 

the request is added to a computer held work sheet for tests which are run 

on a work sheet basis. The work sheets will be printed out on demand by the 

l aboratory teleprinters. 

The ~ubsequent steps in the system are as follows:- for autoanalyser tests, 

the results a r e computed by a Modular satellite computer, using a system 

developed by Professor Peter Griffiths at Dundee. The results are then 

transfe rred from the satellite to the main computer; in the main computer 

qUAlity control procedures are perform~d and, if acceptable, the individual 

results are inserted into the basic computer held basic patient record. These 

results can be looked up from the VDUs in the ward. The consultant or the 

~ppropriate person in the laboratory can also access these results from the 

main computer f o r approval; until he has done so the reBults which are 

viewable on the '~ard VDU are flagged as 'unapproved', in addition to this 

system a hard copy report is produced every twenty-four hours for those patients 

who have had a test result within that 24 hour period. This ia a cummulative 

r eport specially fil ed in the patient's notes. Results which are produced in 

t he laboratory by manual procedures are entered on special formats on laboratory 

YDUs, to he subsequently processed in the same fashion as automatically 

produced resu lt s . 
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Now how dt> we look up the results of D test from the ward; a si mi lar tree-

brnnching system to that used for requesting a t est is employed. This 

initiRlly results in a list of tests in progress for an individual patient, 

showing the dates on which the test was ordered, the specimen received in 

the laboratory, the result available on the VDUs and the cumulative report 

printed; if a report is available the next screen will display it. (Figs. 6 & 7) 
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I hHVC not dealt ~ith many features of this system, for instance ho~ late 

requests and urgent requests are dealt with but perhaps this can be brought 

up in the discussion. I should however say that in the present model of the 

computer system the procedures which I have described refer to in-patients. 

For out-patients, requests are made on manual request forms specially 

designed for easy transcription into the VDUs by trained operators in the 

laboratory office. Obviously the cost of having VDUs in all the doctor's 

consulting rooms in out-patients would be prohibitive. 

Clear ly we cannot make any objective comments about the likelihood of success 

of this system at the moment. However, you might like to kno~ some of the 

mistakes that we have made during the development of this system. We 

initially tried to conduct the system study on exactly the same lines as that 

which was proving successful for the administrative systems, i.e. by sending a team 

leader into laboratories, directing him to detail the system and presenting 

it to the users both in the laboratory and the wards. This method failed 

because unlike the administrative systems there were three separate divisions 

in the clinical laboratory, namely, Chemical Pathology, Microbiology and Haematology, 

operating independently in many ways but inter-dependently in others; and 

interactions were just not covered adequately in the system study produced. 

So ""e ended up having to form a clinical laboratory working party in which 

the laboratory consultants, chief technicians and the systems staff met at 

frequent regular intervals; in this way much faster progress was made. It was 

obvious that the lesson from this was that the exact method of approach depends 

on the nature of this system and the particular environment in which it is to 

be set . The second mistake, which was mentioned by Mr. Abbott this morning 

but h-hich I must belabour again, was that the time required for systems testing 

was underestimated. Matters were made difficult by the fact that there was 

n live system a lr eady present and Mr. Abbott has explained to you how this 

night working becomes rather anti-social for the people concerned with it, but 

in the near future things will be speeded up since facilities have been 

provided ",·hich will permit testing i'\ pArallel with live ac tivity. The third 

mistake may be of some interest to you as an example of a typical pitfnll . 

This was not rea lly so much a mistake as a misunderstanding. The systems 

description concerning the forma t of the hard copy cumulative reports was 

written in such a way I\S to leave th{> clinicians thinking it meant one thing 

in terms o f arrangement of cumulative reports whereas the systems staff who 

wrotc it implemented something entirely different. When this misunderstanding 

was discovered by pure chance, it was clear that a hard copy report format proposed 

by the computer team was quite unaccepta ble to the clinicians. This may seem 
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something easy to put right, but it ne cessatitnted a major re-organisation 

in the way in which results were stored in the computer files; it took the 

laboratory team about two months to put this right. 
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EDUCATION , IMPLEMENTATION AND USER RESPONSE 

A. EUUCATION 

Despite the fact that our system is easy to usc, the educational effort 

has been considerable and it really is easy to use, but one should not 

undere stimate the effort needed to implement a major change in a large and 

complex organisation. We were influenced by experience of implementing 

changes in the hospital. I touched on this this morning when I mentioned 

the drug administration system. lie knew that we had to get the senior 

st aff committed and also that the junior staff should genuinely understand 

the system, see it's benefits and have full opportunity to ask questions, 

which they, and not the executive, felt were important. We thus set about, 

we hoped, on creating the right sort of climate of opinion. We began in 1969 

with a series of one day sessions, for senior, medical nursing and 

a dministrative staff. They were whole days and we had about 15-20 people 

( preferably about 15). The day consisted of a broadly based computer and 

systems appreciation course leading to a description of the project. Food 

and refreshment was served in the same building so that discussions between 

the computer executive and captive members of the staff could continue 

wi t hout interruption. These days were very much a two-way process for the 

e x ecutive were provided with a wealth of helpful information and advice. 

The n we fo l lowed these by a half d ay session for the Registrars and the 

Si s t e r s . We used Sister's study days for these. Lectures were arranged 

for me dical students and every set of student nurses in training. These 

st i l l continue for every set of student nurses in training. By 1972 the 

second phase of the educational programme had begun. These were intensive 

s e ssions for all those staff who would the mselves use the first application, 

s o it me ant most of the ward nurs ing staff a nd the ward clerks. We took, 

in fact, groups from pairs of wards across to the computer centre where 

there were VDUs and the ward staff were trained using specially designed 

demons tra t i on programmes. They each worked for about an hour through a 

s e r i ous of tests, where they moved fictitious patients into a numbered bed, 

mo ved them to another ward, discharged them looked up laboratory results 

a nd so on. There were simulations of the waiting list, admission and 

discharge and laboratory systems. There was also a none too e a sy game called 

Nim, which I suppose many of you know. Each member of the staff was given 

a carefully designed handbook and you have all got a copy of this. This 

e ssentially tells one how to start using the system, ho w to stop and wha t 

to do if it goe s wrong, and it desc ribes some of the applica ti ons in 

detail. Lecture F take place for new members of the trained staff ; every 



new wArd cl e rk, and every ne'" nurs~ or siste r ha s a session in the computer 

dopartment during their induc tion day and again, this takes about one hour~ 

Mr. Kenny is now going to talk about the implementation of this. 

B. IMPLEMENTATION 

Miss Scholes has described the bui l d-up to implementation. This was the 

c ulmination of a process of change. Those of you who are familiar with the 

work of Professor Revans will know of the proposition, that if the speed 

of learning in an institution or a society does not keep pace with the rat e 

of change the result is chaos. The speed of change is at its fastest and 

s hortest during the process implementation. Realising this, and also still 

be ing very aware of the conscious decision we had taken in going for a modular 

a pproach, that is, implementing right across the hospital, instead of the 

pilot approach in one restricted department, we knew that not only would 

thi s change happen quickly but that the feeling that it was going to be a 

f a ilure would a lso be apparent with the greatest speed. Added to this 

was the experience that Miss Scholes and I have had with the drug system 

which she referred to earlier. The system of prescribing and administering 

drugs wa s changed throughout the hospital. This turned out to be a difficult 

thing to plan but extemely likely to implement. We had all the problems of 

duel systems which we talked about earlier on, we had all the problems of 

l earner resi s tance and we had all the problems which come with not being 

able to predict the precise impact. Although in a sense our previous 

experiences at this hospital had moulded and influenced our approach, it 

also was adding significantly to our anxiety. 

Our approach was this. The VDUs were first of all installed some weeks before 

the system went live. The installation of a VDU in a ward in any case is 

an excellent conversation piece if only in terms \{hicb way it should face, 

so that the st aff, I think, felt they were brought in at that point. 

Secondly, the handbook which we have, whose structure and design owes 

much to Kay, S ime , and Dodd on Programmed Learning, was issued to a ll the 

staff who were likely to come in contact with it. As well as that handbook 

deta iled guidance notes were issued to the ward clerks, the student nurses, 

the staff nurses, ward sisters and the admissions office staff who were 

coming in contact with the system. No matter how much they already knew 

about it we presumed that they had not had explained to them precisely how 
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today's activity would be different to tomorrow's. The waiting list with 

some 2,000 odd patients had to be transferred from the card index to the 

computer system. This was an awkward job ecause transcription is always prone 

to errors. We also, by popular request, started on a Tuesday. We decided also 

that the input of the current patients should be carried out by the staff 

so that they were able initially to get some quick feel for the system. 

We had also carried out a number of morale-boosting visits a few days 

before every implementation. 

The main problem was how to change habits in )0 wards without causing too 

much disruption bearing in mind the need for further additions with 

subsequent systems. We eventually decided to provide continued advice in 

the wards. When putting in the drug system we discovered that the supply 

of information during this process needs to be of two types. First of all 

straightforward instructions. No matter how much information is put out one 

needs to be able to provide the instruction there and then because it is 

only when people's hands are on the real thing they think of the right 

questions to ask. Secondly, there had to be a sort of referee function to 

explain things as they went along to prevent too much courageous innovation 

on the part of the learners. Perhaps for both of those it was very 

important that this had to be immediate. There is no point at all in saying 

"Thnt's fine, we'll give you the answer tomorrow" or"someone will come along 

and see you". The answer had to be available there and then so eight members 

of Mr. Abbott's staff and eight members from my staff found themselves on 

a sudden crash course; Mr. Abbott's staff learning about the habits of the 

ward and my own staff learning about the screen for the admission and discharge 

system. This took just over a week. They then went to the wards; one person 

to four wards l~ hours a day and they were put in there for a period (intended 

initially for a period of J weeks). In the event that what happened was that 

after the first J days the whole thing died down. People became acclimatised 

very quickly, mainly I think, because of the education programme Miss 

Scholes has talked about and also because the screens were self-explanatory. 

Once they had a chance to make mistakes and had someone there to help them 

it was very easy from then on. Although it was intended to put this team 

in for initially three weeks, we decided eventually to withdraw them after 

9 days and from then on all that was needed was some judicious follow-up 

of the two or three areaSt (no more than that) where people were obviously 

having difficulty or where there were particular individuals who had great 

difficulty in unlearning their old habits and adjusting to the new ones. 
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I think in some ways it was rather like overkill but it certainly paid 

off in that some of the people who were then most resistant can now be 

seen using the system fluently, talking about it eagerly and referring to 

it as limine". There were two points also tha.t came out of this.. It is 

very important after implementation in the first flush of success to make 

sure in fact that the individual users do maintain standards and there is 

no falloff. I think it is a behavioural thing which occurs in most 

other educational situations. I have already referred this morning to one 

or two areas in which we have not been able to maintain it and we are 

having to devise some longer term means of doing so. 

Another point which is perhaps of particular relevance to those who are 

running systems and that is, that the computer staff themselves have to 

go through a difficult patch. We had asked for an unreasonable amount of 

effort on their part. We had been unreasonable about deadlines, unhelpful 

about holidays and so on. They got the system up and they got it up on time. 

When it was up, what we had not bargained for was their own feeling of 'so 

what'. There was a long slog ahead of them. The system was up but there 

was a whole lot of other things to be attached to it. A lot of other things 

which need night working and so on. I think next time we will probably be 

more receptive to the personnel needs of the experts. They are as prone to 

problems as are the users. One final point I think worth recording, is 

the excitment of quite junior staff when they found themselves handling live 

data and realised that it was going right across the hospital. This is 

really worth it. 

c. USER RESPONSE 

A~ you have heard, the administrative system has been live since about 

March 1973 for 14 hours a day and 7 days a week. We have not yet made a 

formal survey of user opinion as it has always been our intention to wait 

until the complete laboratory system was live before doing this, so, what 

I have to say will be purely anecdotal and furthermore it will be to a 

large extent a bringing together of the variou snippets of user comment which 

we get during the course of the day. 

Firstly, the most striking feature of the user response is lack of comment. 

Knowing what human nature is and what it thinks about computers, this, it 

seems to us, must mean that the users accept the intrusion of this major 

system into the wards and offices and it must be doing more good than harm. 
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This then is lhe response of the'OI~cl\t si l .... nt major"ity' .. Oil tho mort..' 

articulate side, we have heard all sorts of comments, and I propose to give 

ll. few examples. Firstly, that it is a useful facility to see on the ward 

vnus what patients are coming in for each of the next seven days hence 

and to see what tests have to be ordered for these patients so that they can 

be set up in advance, thereby saving time in hospital waiting for say, an 

nngiogram. It is also very useful to be able to review the wa iting list 

from the ward with one's whole staff around to discuss it. Journeys to 

the previously crowded admission office are now much less frequently 

nec , 'ssnry. The ability to be able to review the current bed state of the 

hosp i ta l saves n lot of walking around and telephoning by the administrative 

s t -, ff. There is An enormous largely unpredicted benefit in the ability to 

locate where a patient is in the hospital system, i.e. whether he is still 

on the wfliting list or on the wards or whether he has just been discharged. 

Now ~s for the ease of use of the terminnls and tree branching system there 

i s no doubt whatsoever about this. All varieties of staff including 

doctors, nurses, ward clerks and administrative officers have taken to it 

r apidly , and they require very little instruction over and above the initial 

introduction. Some remarkable degrees of expertise have been built up 

amongst the greatest sceptics. One substantial criticism was made by a 

fi"'"m whose method of indicating urgency was not readily compatible with 

th~t employed by the computer system, but modifications readily produced an 

ncceptable solution. There is of course the usual quota of input errors 

which happened before the computer system, went live and which are now 

inevitably attributed to the computer. As I implied at the outset, if you 

really want to have a proper review of the user/response attitude you will 

have to wait a year or so until we have done the appropriate studies. 

I must now turn to the matter of breakdowns and fall back procedures. Mr. 

Abbott has already touched on breakdowns briefly from the hardware point of 

view and I am going to say a littl e more about this now and also refer to 

what breakdowns and fall back look like to the users. Since we went live 

there have been two major hardware breakdowns. One of these was in the 

Fastrand '''''hich is the large capacity slow access drum. This was down for 

a total of 29 hours; this was spread, fortunately over a week-end when the 

normal enquiry rate is rather low, and backlog was entered during the 'ups' 

which occurred between the 'downs' so really people did not notice too much 
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thnt <lnything untoward "'llS going 011. The second major breakdoh'n WftS in 

th(' communications tenninal module C'ontrollcr. This is the central 

telephon" exchange to which all th" connections from the VIJUs and 

multiplexors all go into before they go into the computer; this is a 

critical point in the whole system and it is not duplexed. This was in 

fact 'down' for 12 hours, again, fortunately, this was overnight so again 

people did not notice, except that the system WAS a little late in coming 

up the next morning. Now with regard to VDU breakdowns, there are 57 ~)UB 

around and a VDU breakdown occurs on the average about once a day somewhere 

in the hospital. These breakdowns have all, in fact, been dealt with on site 

within a half an hour and seldom, if ever, have we had to substitute that 

VIJU by a spare one. For fall back here, the users go to the adjacent 

ward. The communication system is so arranged that virtually everything 

thAt can be obtained on the VDU in '''ard A can also be obtained in its 

adjacent ward, Ward B. The wards nre twinned in that way so they provide 

a natural fall back. Furthermore the VDU in adjacent wards are attached to 

different multiplexors so that failure of a multiplexor does not stop one 

using the VIJU in the twinned ward. Mr. Abbott has indicated the system is 

pnrtly duplexed by the second machine and there are switching arrangements; 

thus the fast drums, the tape decks, the printers, the card readers are 

duplicated and so is the core but only at 48K instead of 80K. Thus, a variety 

of hardware faults can be covered. We shall shortly be able to use the 

second central processor for a fall back machine but seeing that it has only 

't8K of store response time as seen to the user , ... ill be considerably degraded. 

There is a further safeguard in that all transactions as they are written 

onto the Fastrand are also journalised on tApe from which they can be 

recovered. 

With regard to software 'bugs ' there were several crashes a day in the first 

weeks of going live but these rapidly decayed to practically zero . Many 

such 'bugs' are in fact now trapped by the system so that all the user sees 

is after he has mRde a perfectly reasonable choice on the VUU frame,a 

notice is displayed up saying 'Sorry System-error, please start again'. At 

the next attempt the particular configuration of events in the computer will 

be slightly different and the transaction will go through normally. 

I-'flll back procedures on the waiting list, admissions and discharges system 

basically consist of waiting for the system to come up again and then 

pntering from forms the transactions that have occurred during the 'down' 

period. Calling p~tients from the waiting list during a crash is done by 

mi"tnual typing from a print out 01 the waiting list of which an updnted 
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v e rsion is provided ~t regular int~rvals just for this fall back purpose. 

When the clinicnl laboratory system comes live, fall back will consist of 

the use of these special manual fall back forms to which I have previously 

referred if the requesting system fails. If the reporting system fails 

these request forms are suitable for reporting on as well and when the 

system comes live again all requests and reports generated in the interval 

of the crash will be entered in. One of the troubles about fall back 

systems is that no one has much practice in how to use them; thus, even if 

you have got a pretty good fall back system one might find that great 

confusion and chaos is caused by the fact that people who have got to use 

it do not know how to. We do not think that this will be 8 great problem, 

since the fall back forms are in any case now being used for making 

requests from out-patients and other hospitals ; the laboratory and the 

clinical staff will, therefore, be familiar with them. 
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THE APPROACH TO !· VALUATION 

1. Introduction 

The major problem with computer project evaluntion is that t~·o new 

elements are introduced to the Health !:>ervicc simultaneous ly. Firstly, 

the computer systems themselves are being introduced and secondly an 

attempt is being made at the evalu ~ tion of health care. The prime query 

about The London Hospital system i s , does it work? Have we solved the 

basic problem of medical computing i.e. that of data capture and 

retrieval in the very difficult, multi-disciplinary ward environment7. 

This is definitely a non-trivinl question as is demonstrated by failures 

both within the Health Service and elsewhere. To be successful, projects 

must be thought useful; "What do the users wuntll? is a question that is 

just as important as "what is the most cost-effective technical solution"? 

In the United Kingdom there has so far been very little att~mpt to 

evaluate the implications of major new Health Care programmes and thus 

much effort is necessary to develop appropriate nnd acceptable techniques. 

It is this lack of effort that no'" makes it diffi cult to plunge immediately 

into nn effective computer project evaluation scheme. Steps are slowly 

being taken to move in this direction but they have not yet borne much 

fruit - it is hoped that efforts at computer project evaluation will help 

the development of a more critical approach to the provision of HeA.lth Care. 

2. Organisation of the Evaluation 

At the London Hospital the evaluation team was grafted on to the existing 

Operntional Research Unit in the S£l.me way that the real-time project was 

9r~fted on the existing Computer Unit. In both cases this has led to a 

major change of emphasis in the Units but eRch has functions and 

responsibilities quite separate from the Real-Time project and its 

evaluation. Furthermore, each unit has long standing links within the 

hospital which have been immensely valuable in carrying out their activities . 

The Evaluation staff are, of course, independent of the computer staff even 

though they share the same building and work with them. The formal link 

occurs when their evaluation reports are presenteo to the Computer Executive, 

,.hich is responsible for over",ll po licy. 
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). Project l)hjt"ctivt·~ 

The overall object.ive of The LOlldOil Uospitl\l's Computer l'rojoct j~ tlh: 

long term maintenance and, if possible, the improvement of the present 

standard of patient care and services, despite the increasing demand 

for specialised forms ot medical care, and the decreasing availability of 

staff. It is intended to achieve this objective by setting up the basis 

of an advanced data collection and communication system throughout the 

Hospital, and eventually throughout the Group. This system will monitor 

the functioning of the organisation, the progress of patients though 

their period of care, and the use of health care resources. It will, 

thus, provide the basic data required to achieve progressive improvements 

in the day to day management of the Hospital. The system will be 

specifically designed to relieve professional staff of routine clerical 

tasks. 

q. Anticipated Benefits 

As the computer system is designed and installed, various types of 

benefit will be obtained. The investigations and reports of the system 

and evaluation teams are already providing valuable documentation of 

various procedures. These studies frequently lead to simplification nnd 

improvement, quite apart from the aspects to be handled by the computer. 

The education programme is broadly-based and of value in relation to the 

use of the Hospital's batch processing computer facilities for management 

and research, quite apart from the real-time project itself. 

The most obvious product of the system will be the implementated real-

time computer system itself, and most of the evaluation proposals relate 

directly to this system. The system will additionally make it possible 

to monitor and isolate problem areas in the operation of the Hospital 

and ultimately lead to improved management of these areas. One of the 

basic concepts underlying the introduction of the system is the idea that 

the provision of relevant data on the performan~e of various aspects of 

the Hospital will lead to improvements in performance. Staff ,.,ill find 

themselves Able to utilise this information to expedite the investigation 

and treatment of their patients by better scheduling. In addition, the 

system will e nable the response of service de partments to be more effective. 

It is anticipated that ultimately there will be changes in the administrative 

delays to the patient's progress lhrough the Hospital and in the pattern 

of acti vi ty of the medical and nursing staff. These changes '.v- i 11 depend on 

medical, nursing or administrative decisions on how the pot p.ntial provided 
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by th .. system should be exploited. 

}O'or ('xnmpl e , the time be twe en a clinical laboratory request And the 

time the result appears on the ward (transit time) i~ a crude me~sure 

of theoperAtion of the l;lhoratori es. The computer system wi 11 remove t he 

delay in communication after the result has been obtained, ,,,ill reduce the 

chance of A request being overlooked when a specimen cannot be obtained 

and will help to avoid the repetition of requests which frequently occurs 

when the transit time is lengthy. If further work indicates that ther e 

are sufficient advantages to be gained, it is clear that attention must 

be pa id to the specimen collection procedure and to the basic laboratory 

organisation - e.g. the batching of tests. Since the transit times are 

me~sured automatically by type of test, they can be used by the Director 

of the Laboratories as a measure of performance, particularly during 

periods of re-organisation. 

5. Some of the major problems encountered 

The evaluation of any major project gives rise to a number of problems. 

The more important ones Rre the following:-

(a) The Nature of Health Care 

The lack of agreed measures of health care makes it difficult to place a 

value on organisational improvement except when a small self-contained 

section of the health care system is tackled. This longstanding lack of 

effort at the evaluation of health care programme means that new 

techniques have to be devised w1d validated during the attempt at computer 

project evaluation. Itmay be that one of the most important contributions 

of the experimental computer program to the National Health Service will 

be the initiation of the concepts of program evaluation. 

(b) The Nature of the Information 

The information sought is often of a highly confidential nature sometimes 

it can be potentially damaging to individual stafff if it is wrongly us~d. 

A great deal of trust has to be built up before any staff are allowed to 

accumulate such information. 

(c) Access to Information 

Much of the information is not available currently, has never been 

collected or even thought worth collecting. It certainly is not available 
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co-operation of many hospitf\l s tnff. This sort of collnborntioll i~ buill 

up over the years , and it is necessary to prove to the statt that you 

are aware of their problems and are willing to help 

(d) The Nature of the Work 

The attempt at evaluation ranges from data collection, through work study 

techniques and computer science to operational research, accountancy and 

economics. This range from trivial data collection work to sophisticated 

modelling can cause some complications in staff selection. The fact that 

the evaluation is based on an operational research group means that staff 

can be kept interested with an appropriate mix of activities. Computer 

Evaluation by itself could rapidly become sterile unless some other outlet 

is forged - e.g. to general Health Care Evaluation. 

6. The Development of Application Evaluation 

Suggestions about evaluation were included by the Computer Executive in 

their Feasibility Study. These were amplified into proposals for detailed 

projects by the Director of Operational Research on the general basis of 

carrying out 'before' and 'after' measurements in a number of relevant areas. 

It was recognised that, for a project lasting many years, it would be 

difficult to ascribe some changes to the computer project but yet it was 

none less vitnl to have accurate measurements for reference purposes. These 

suggestions were accepted by D.H.S.S. and have with minor exceptions been 

carried out. Thus the evaluation was firmly set RS a 'project evaluation'. 

However, during the first phase of the development of The London Hospital 

Computer Project, the Department o f Health carried out their review of the 

experimental program and developed the current policy of supporting an 

application e valuation approach. It was therefore necessary to attempt 

to r e structure from 'project' evaluation to ' application' evaluation. 

Logicnlly, the approach utilising controlled statistical trials provide 

a theoretical basis for application evaluation but at the present stage of 

development there are a number of difficulties in using this approach:-

(a) there is no more than Bupeficial simil nrity between the same applications 

handled by different projects . 

(b) the applications are not independent. 

(c) there is no clear nume ri ca l measure of s uccess common to e ither 

Rpplicntions or project s . 



(d) the number of projects and applications are currently so sparse that 

no real statistical examination of the interacting effects of 

project, application and performance is yet possible. 

Nevertheless, this sharpening up of the program of evaluation is to be 

welcomed but this approach has so far only led to a multiplicity of 

'improvement objectives' and 'measure of performance' being listed and 

measured (v. 197) analysis of AH). 

The items listed vary from important objectives to various odd side effects 

that might or might not occur, and almost everything is thoug~ to affect 

key parameters such as discharges per available bed. 

It must be clearly understood that evaluation is not a single item but a 

multiplicity of 'evaluations'. These are nep-ded for specific purposes. 

They must be related to these purposes and to the decision making 

structure as closely as possible. A few examples of this are listed below:-

I Individual Project Evaluation 

This attempts to throw light (retrospectively) on the decision 

process. 

(a) Should the project have been funded-given the information 

and results obtained (both positive and negative)? 

(b) \las the right hardware purchases?; 

(c) Has the project improved the functioning of the service? 

II Application Evaluation 

This attempts to structure information obtained by projects 

into the 'Experiment - Development - Implement' format in order 

to decide which applications should be developed and implemented 

The evaluation must be sharply focussed to what is needed for this 

decision making. Hence, the clearer the D.H.S.S. can specify 

its decision rules and mechanisms, the more relevant the evaluation 

can be its decision processes. 

III Technique Evaluation 

This attempts to examine the hardware and software combination 

employed by the projects and to aseess an optimum mix of equipment 

to cover the computing and information need of the future Districts, 

Areas, Regions and country. For example, in the context of The 

London Hospital is a Univac l,18/II1 the best way of making the 

system available throughout the District or would this objective 

be handled better for instance by a group of smaller machines or 
as part of a larger system at Area or Regional level. At present 



this Aspect of evaluation i~ Inrge ly being ignored. 

The m.\in difficulty with regRrds to objective" is thflt D.H. 5 .S. does not 

y e t appear to have functioning objcc tive~ for the Health Service 

corresponding to the improvement objectives of the proj ects - n lthough 

this may be coming with Rothschild Customer - Contractor a pproa ch to 

research. When these overall objectives are developed it will be vital 

to examine which areas are most Appropriate to computer approaches rather 

than equipment, medical advance or even good organisation. 

7. Format of the Evaluation 

The main part of the Evaluation ,ii 11 be the " ttempt to balance "pplica tion 

b e nefits with implemented application c ost s . However, there will be R 

number of component parts of the total evaluAtion which together build up 

to thi s finnl halance - a s follows : -

(a) Description of HospitRl 

Although there will be immediate benefits from the s ystem, the full effects 

will take ft decade or so to develop. Hence the fir s t task of the evaluation 

must be to produce a refe rence framework against \<{hieh the lIo!';pi t"l' 5 

activities can be r epeat edly meas ured during s u c h a period. The extreme 

difficulties of data collection without an operat ional r eal -t ime s yst e m 

h llv e led to the view that thi s framework should comprise a vari e ty of 

mea s ureme nts of different aspects of the Hospital' s performance using 

relatively sm~ ll samples, r a the r than relying on one or two mcnsures 

collected in ~ufficient quantities to guarantee tha t amnII changes can be 

d e tected ilt a hig h level of stotistica l confidence. This framcwork inc ludes 

the detailed meRsurements require d for the ana lysi s of specifi c immediate 

ch."l nges. As hAs been me ntioned the b asic diffi culty is that there is no 

generally accepted means of measuring the performance of it hospit('\l or of 

mei\i\suring the qu a lity of medi cal care. 

The evaluation reports h ave been prepared as eAch section of thc work is 

completed . The final document will be compiled, u s ing these r e ports a s 

append ices. This approach allows the picture to build up over A period 

of time ,~ ith the information becoming availab l e a t the e arliest opportunity. 

(b ) Descripti on of Computer System Instal led 

(i) Technical Characteristics 

Thi s description will inc lude a t e chni ca l assessment of t he 

characteristics of the system. Firs t a nd foremost, does the 

sys t e m solve the basic problem o f medicnl computing; that o f 



providing acceptable and conveni e nt rl nte pntry nnd inspection? 

Do the parts of the syste m ,",ork as planned? Docs the system 

work as a whole? Does t he tree branching approach to data 

entry and inspection function satisfactorily? \,hat is the 

capaci ty of the system for expansion? HOli" reliable has the 

equipment proved in practice2 

(ii) Information Available Ro u tinely 

(ii i) 

The information available from the sy~tem will be listed 

together with the summarised informRtion used for the mRnage

ment and control of hospital procedures. 

User Acceptance 

This section will indicate the degree of user acceptance of the 

system. How much is the system used and by whom? 1I0w well docs 

it meet userts needs '? How convenient is it and how efficient 

is it ? 

(c) Immediate Effects 

There will be immediate effects from the installation of certain parts of the 

system and direct comparisons can be made with previous measurements. For 

instance, the Clinical Laboratory system will provide quality control facilit i, 

for the laboratories, more complete information in the request forms, a check 

on specimen collection failures and n faster return of results. The admission

discharge system will provide more sensitive control of use of beds, and mor~ 

Accurate patient administrative information. Measurements will be made in 

these and similar quite specific are~s of the direct effects of the system. 

Staffing changes will be noted and the effects of the system will be compared 

with the intentions of the system designs. 

(d) Long Term Effects 

Measurements will be made at intervals in order to detect changes in the pattern 

of use of the Hospitalls resources, of administrative delays to the patients' 

progress and of staff activity. Changes will be noted in comparison with the 

original reference framework but in many cases the chain of events will 

probably be so complex that no direct casual relationship can be claimed. 

Nevertheless, the details of these long term changes will be of considerable 

interest and significance. 

(e) Application Benefits 

From the foregoing studies it should be possible to assign application 

benefits. The major problem will be separating the benefits occurring from 

individual small applications. It is likely that the application package 
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~'ill have to consist of the waiting li st, admi ss ion/discharge and the 

clinical laboratory system as a whole, because the systems themselves and 

their benefits nre so interdependent. 

(f) Application Costs. 

These costs relnte to the cost of development and implement ntion plsewherc 

in the NRtional Health Service rather than the sunk costs of Thp London 

Hospital project. These estimates wi ll use stand;lrd D.)I.S.5. flccounting 

conventions nnd the main cost compon~nts will be: -

1. The hardware costs amortised over seven years 

2. Annual Hardware Mnintenance 

). Annual Software Ma intenance 

l~. Annual Operations Costs 

5. Consumables a nd Supplies 

6. Building Cost amorti sed over 20 years 

These figures will generate a total Annual system cost for the fncilities. 

The individunl applications cost wil l be allocated on the basis of the 

proportion of the facilities utilised to implement the application. A 

simulation study, described l ater, i s being carried out to assist with 

this Hllocation problem. 

8 . An outline of the Results from Some of the Major Studies 

(a) Transit Times for Clinical Laboratory Requests 

A series of studies were undertaken to examine the time between the re'1ue s t 

for one of the tests processed daily in the Biochemistry and Hcamatology 

LRboratories and the a v a ilability of the result on the ward. Initially 

this was carried out by the laborious process of using time and date stamps 

but subsequently a model was devised based on dates alone. FIGURE 1 and 2 

show the tim(" distribution for these two labora tories. The mean transit 

time~ are 2.27 and 1.)2 days respectively. The composition of the total 

transit was studied by examining the collection delays, testing times and 

the trnnsmission de lays. It was founn that C'ombinntions of exponential 

distributions could be fitted to thef'e times RS sho\YT\ in FIGURE J. The 

t .... ho lc situation cou ld be describe d hy a markov c ha in model indicated in 

FIGUm, I • • 

Having valida t e d this model it is po~sible to examine the effect of: 
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(a ) delivering forms to t he wards Oll the day they nre ~igned. 

(b) collecting specimens on the same day as the request . 

(c) reducing certain long delays in testing. 

(d) combining prompt specimen collection and report delivery . 

The predicted changes in transit times from the model are shown in 

FIGURE 5. 

(b) Simulation of the Clinical Laboratory Office 

The workload in the laboratories has been climbing steadily and it ~Jns 

clear that it would be necessary to compare t he benefit of the computer 

system not with the hospital situation before implementation but with 

that which wou ld have arisen from the current workload had i t been 

handled by the previous mAnual s ystems. Detailed s tudies wer~ carri e d 

out in the clinical laboratory office in order to simulate the handlirg 

of the work-load and the delays imposed on the transmission of results 

b y the system. With the a id of this model it is possible to p r edict t he 

staffing and equipment to provide give n level s of service. FIGURE 6 g:ves 

rm illustration of the results availab le indi cating t he resources requi red 

for a specified level of service at different workloads. 

( c) Completeness of Clinical La boratory Req uests . 

f'IGUnfC 7 shows the outline of an anflly"is of 6592 request forms. Nearly 

45~ of forms were incomplete in .'3ome fashion and the total incompleteness 

W,1;S 7 .fl~tl . The medical advisory committee then provided scores of thp 

i mportance of the various i terns. These were averaged and then tlS E'!d to 

deduce f\ mean weighted incompleteness figure o f 7.51}1). 

(d) Probability of Blood Collection 

I'IGURE 8 shows the results of 23 days study of the phlebotomi s ts r ounds. 

The l atter f a iled to collect blood specime n in l o . 6~, of atte mpts for t he 

reasons indi cated. 

(e) 'lard Staff Acti vi ty 

Act ivity s ampling lias carried out in four wards to ascertain the pattern 

of nursing activity. This material "as analysed by type of staf f, b) 

rota and by detailed activity. The nursing activity averaged as:-
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Ac tivity 

direc t patient care 

indirec t pntient care 

ndminiatration 

routine/houscho)n 

reporting 

rest 

i1b s ence 

q uoting the 95~~ c onfidence intervAl ;:; . 

Percentage 

)9. 2 + 2 . 2 

10.9 • 2 . 6 

7.69 + 2.0 

5 . 0 1 + 2.7 

10. 66 + 2.6 

21.7 + 2. 4 

4.95 + 2.1 

Thi s s tudy gave s ome u seful info rmi'\tion about wA r d clerk activity a nd this 

NCiS used FtS the bas is for f\ detaileo study on :Ill \~ard clerks . An 

appropri a t e li s t of a ctivities w~s ~eviserl Ftnd the follo~ing r esults ~erc 

obtn inc d : -

Activity 

Direct p a tient care 

indirect patient care 

Admini s tration 

receiving ins tructions 

r est / meal breaks 

Perce ntAge 

4.1l + 6 . 2 

5.5 + 6.1 

68 . 0 + ) . 6 

2.7 + 6. 2 

19.0 + 5. 7 

' .• hen this i s r e l tl t ed t o the compute r system ac tivities the results are:-

Activity 

Clinical Lnboratory 

\v"i t i ng List & Admission Discharge 

a dministration 

Othp r Activiti es 

Percentase 

5 . 6 ... 1.5 

29.4 + 2.9 

)).1 + ) . 0 

)2.0 + 2.9 

One; of the r.1o s t diff i cult aspec t s o f the study was the elucidation of 

tlct ivities cnrried out away fr om the ''lard . 
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FIGUIlli 4 

MARKOV CHAIN MODEL TRANSIT TIMES 
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SUMMARY OF EXPERI MENTATION 

Mean Transit Times (Days) 

Daily Non-Daily Daily Microbiology 
Biochemistry Biochemistry Haematology 

Observed 2.27 4..4.7 1.)2 ).1) 
• -

Simulated 2.26 4..)4. 1.28 ).02 

Experiment 1 

( Reduced posting 1.74. 4..11 1.12 2.95 
delay) 

Experi,ment 2 

( Reduced s8lllpl e 1.72 
collection delay) 

4..13 1.08 2.14. 

Experiment ) 

( Reduced testing 2.18 ).06 1.)0 2.66 

Time) 

Experiment 4. 

( Exp. 1 and Exp 2 1.4.9 ).70 1.0) 2.07 

combined) 



FIGURE 6 
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l"lGl'flL II 

In 1467 attempts 155 were unsuccessful 

Reasons why blood sample not collected I 

In ward but occupied 

Left ward temporarily 

o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 155 
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(f) Analysis of Hospital Performance 

In order to present data on the functioning of the hospital which .:lre not 

influenced by the chanoes in c~se-mix, it was sugg es ted that pAram~ters 

such as length of stay, turnover interval, dischf'rges per available bed 

and percentage bed occupancy should be related to fl standard case-mix 

of 'core' specialities selected from the nationa l case- mix. Th e chosen 

specialities account for 71~o of the nationAl di sch a rges (usinG 197] figures) . 

They are general medicine, paediatrics, genernl s urg e ry, E .N.T. Tr('mmc:t.tic 

nndOrthopaerlic surgery, gynaecology and obstetrics. 

Over four thousand sets of patients c ase notes were e xamine d on lisc hnrgc 

to a n a lyse the use of the hospitRl s resources during the in- patient stay. 

Thi g has been analysed by diagnosis, of m~dicfll speciality and hospital 

wi thin The London Hospital Group. 

An abstract of some of this materinl for core s pccialitias i ~ s hO\·rn in 

FIGURE 9 (Tables 1 - )). 

FIGIJHE 9 

Averng(" Number of Requests Per Patient Discharge 

GenerAl Hedicine 

Paediatrics 

General Surgery 

E.N.T. 

Orthopaedics 

Gynaecology 

Obstetrics 

TOTALS 

Diochemistry 
Lnboratory 

5.50 (8).6j, ) 

0.85 (24. I, ju ) 

1.57 (45.5~u ) 

0.92 (21 . (1,, ) 

0 .89 ()2.6~" ) 

0.6) (21.2~) 

0 .58 (16.210 ) 

2 .)) (48.9\IJ ) 

(g) The Quality of Patient Notes and Hospital Activitv Analysis Returns 

As part of the resource study about 5% of the case notes examined were checked 

by non-medical staff for coding errors, completeness , misfiling. FIGURE 10 

gives an outline of some of the more obvious problems encountered. 

(h ) Patient States 

A considerable amount of effort was expanded over a number of years in trying 

to ge t some estimates of the delays to the patients progress through his in

pati e nt stay. The final method adopted involved the house officers categor

i s ing their patients delay as awaiting results, decisions, treatment or 

discharge. Alternatively, the patients 'fere recorded as under observation, 
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havi ng treatment o r having t ermi nal c are . The s urveys were carried out 

monthly on different days o f the week and were analysed by medical speciality. 

The major results are shown in FIGUR!'; 11 showing a totAl of 45.3~" of patients 

were recorded as awaiting some form of activity. In general medicine 

the figure for patients awaiting results rose to 23.4~ while in general 

surgery th-a figure for patients awaiting treatment was 18. B5~ . 

(i) Attitude Surveys 

An essentiAl element of the evaluation relates to the measurement of 

behavioural variables. These measures concern the broad sweep of the 

hospital's problems, possible solutinns to them and attitudes to computers. 

The survey was carried out using a structured interview technique for 

completing a questionnaire. The latter was devised following unstructured 

int .. rviews utilising approprinte hospitill phraseo logy and tested by 

repe"ted pilot trials 

The questions are designed to complement the information gathered in other 

studies by examining staff perception of their situation. The statistical 

analysi s was related to groups of questions coverina one general area 

as foIIO\'1s: - admissions office, emergency and accident department, beds, 

staffing, theatres, clinical laboratory tests, discharge, after care, case 

index and computers. With the observations obtained from the vnrious staff 

groups it should be possible to detect a mean shift of attitude of 0. 5 

in the sample using a standard 5 point response scale for most groups of 

questions and staff. The total survey gives a strikingly clear picture of 

the hospital view of its problems ann how they might be alleviated. 

Only 3jU of the staff interviewed considered the computer project pl nns 

'generally bad'. The majority considered them 'generally good' or were 

undecided and thus willing to judge the system by its results. 

(j) Simulation Model of Computer System 

The basic limitation in the computer system is its ability to handle r eques ts 

expeditiously. If the system response becomes sufficiently long, staff will 

find some way to avoid using the system and it will cease to be an effective 

real-time system. The computer system is an exceedingly complex hardware 

and software configuration. However, it is assuming that it is in some sense 

a 'balanced' configuration and that the key aspects of the system are concerned 

with the handling of the communications then the model can give estimates of 

the spare capacity of the system. 
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Estimates will be made of the accep t able response times And hence applications 

can be allocated an appropriate proportion of the system costs. This model 

still requires further testing but nt present it appears to be adequate. 

9. Conclusion 

This necessarily brief review only indicates a few of the more interesting 

results from the 'before' study. There is much that would repay detailed 

study in the wide range of problems examined and much that suggest guidelines 

for action to improve the system. The major evaluation study will be carried 

out a ft e r the clinical labora t o ry systems h ave gone live. However, FIGURES 

12 & 1) indica te the substantial a mount of syste m activity throughout the 

p e riod when the system is ope rationa l. rrom the very limited scope of the 

pre sent system a nd the ratio of s yst e m ins p e ction to updating transactions 

it is indicltive of quite wid e sprea d a ccept a nce and usage. In this sense , 

a nd in A.dvanc e of the detail e d e v a l uatio n, the s ystem has successfully 

c oped with the problem of ward d a t a c apture a nd retrieval. It works, it 

is u s ed and it is use ful. 

FIGU RE II., c ompa r es the ma nual a nd comput e r s y s t e ms f or h an dl i ng the wai t 

list . It s hows the extr.:1 cornpl etene~s of the c omp ute r s y s t em . 
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